TECHNOLOGY OFFER

Separation Process for Elastane from Textiles

Our novel easy-to-apply dissolution process enables the separation of elastane from blended textiles that contain polyester or polyamide, allowing the recovery of both polymers for reuse in (fibre) shaping processes. This sustainable technology uses a non-hazardous solvent at ambient pressure that can be almost completely recovered during the process, ensuring low costs. The new process offers a practical and scalable solution for converting textile waste into secondary raw materials and recovering polymers, making it a potential key cornerstone of future textile recycling.

BACKGROUND

The 2018 amendment of the Waste Framework Directive requires the introduction of a separate collection of end-of-use textiles in the EU by January 2025. However, fibre-to-fibre recycling is currently not widely established, and existing technologies struggle with the incompatibility of different polymers during processing, especially for textiles made of different fibre materials. Despite being responsible for just 1% of global fibre production, elastane is widely used and poses a major challenge for textile recycling: Even small amounts of elastane in a textile can render the entire product non-recyclable. Therefore, the separation of elastane from these materials is crucial for making a large number of fabrics recyclable.

TECHNOLOGY

Our technology treats pre-sorted end-of-life textiles, consisting of polyester or polyamide combined with elastane, with a selective organic solvent. Under defined process parameters, the minor elastane share is gently separated, and the unaffected polyester or polyamide fibres are removed from the reaction solution. After washing and drying, the pure polymer products are ready for subsequent recycling. The solvent goes through a purification process and can be recovered up to 99%. Full yield is achievable at ambient pressure without catalysts or conditioners, and the operating parameters are easy-to-manage. It is also important to note that the used solvent is not listed as a "Substance of Very High Concern" under the EU Regulation REACH.

BENEFITS

- Easy scale-up, low process costs
- 99% recovery of the non-hazardous solvent
- Compatibility with conventional textile recycling processes